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September 11, 2013

USC community reflects on
anniversary of desegregation
Amanda Coyne

ACOYNE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

n Sept. 11, 1963, there were no
riots. There were no federal
marshals. There was no fight
from the state government.
Three new African-American
students walked down the steps
of the Osborne Administration
Building, the first to do so
since Reconstruction.
It happened only three months after Alabama
Gov. George Wallace attempted to physically
block African-American students from entering
the Universit y of A labama and less than a
year after white students at the University of
Mississippi erupted into a deadly riot stemming
from the enrollment of its first African-American
student.
Henrie Monteith, James Solomon Jr. and
Robert A nderson quietly desegregated the
University of South Carolina. But the calm of
the event was carefully calculated.

1960s

WHERE WE’VE BEEN
“USC and Clemson did not want to see
themselves as other southern universities saw
themselves,” said Valinda Littlefield, director of
African-American studies and co-chair of USC’s
Desegregation Committee. “The university
orchestrated this calmness. There were certainly
people who were not happy about it.”
The three students, especially Anderson, were
often harassed by their white peers, and a cross
was burned in the yard of Monteith’s aunt and
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In the early 1960s, only white students learned in USC’s classrooms. Now,
classes consist of students from many racial and ethnic backgrounds.
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STUDENT POPULATION: 1973-2012*
Black student enrollment

Systemwide enrollment

Total enrollment

Source: University Archives, Institutional Assessment and Compliance
*University records before 1973 are inconsistent, so are not included in this graphic.
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50 YEARS L ATER

NOVEMBER 1962

JANUARY 1963

Negro Girl Seeks Admission to Carolina
Henrie Monteith first files a lawsuit to gain
admission to the University of South Carolina.

USC Asks Integration Suit Be Dropped As Negro Girl Seeks Admission
The university requests Monteith’s lawsuit to gain admission be dropped.

ANNIVERSARY • Continued from 1
uncle, Littlefield said.
“The line between peace and violence was a thin
line. It came down to leadership,” said university
President Harris Pastides. “Had there been a single
student or community member who threw a rock
or a Molotov cocktail, it could have ended very
differently.”
Instead of the riots seen in states like Alabama,
much of South Carolina’s desegregation fight
happened in court. Six months after an appeals
court ruled that Clemson had to admit AfricanAmerican transfer student Harvey Gantt, the U.S.
District Court ordered Monteith be admitted to
USC. Solomon and Anderson followed quickly
with applications to the university.
“Segregation and, truly, apartheid was just as
ingrained in South Carolina as anywhere else,”
U.S. Rep. Jim Clyburn, D-S.C., said. “But South
Carolina displayed a certain degree of sophistication
and enlightenment. South Carolina decided to take
a much more measured role in its opposition to civil
rights.”
Earlier that year, outgoing S.C. Gov. Ernest
“Fritz” Hollings asked the state General Assembly
and people across South Carolina to accept the
desegregation of the state’s colleges and universities.
“We have run out of courts,” Clyburn remembered
him saying.
“It was an acknowledgment that he was going to
recognize this country as being a country of laws
and not men,” said Clyburn, a veteran of South
Carolina’s civil rights movement.
And, instead of taking an active role in efforts to
fight desegregation like his Alabama and Mississippi
contemporaries, Hollings “did not add fuel to the
flames,” Pastides said.
In the fight to allow white and black students
to live and learn together, Hollings made all the
difference, Clyburn said.
“It was very simple,” he said. “South Carolina had
more enlightened leadership.”
WHERE WE ARE
In 2012, 7,274 African-American students were
enrolled throughout the Universit y of South
Carolina system. But for many of those students, as
well as faculty, obstacles remain every day.
“Many of them still do not feel as if they are
totally integrated into the university. In talking
to some of them, I certainly get that that is their
perception,” Littlefield said. “They still talk about
racism. It’s very much part of any institution. Some
[African-American students] experience racism.
Sometimes it’s subtle, but sometimes it’s very
abrasive, and they do know when they experience
it.”
Many A frican-A merican st udents also feel
pressure to achieve highly in the classroom in order
to buck racial stereotypes and make professors and
peers take them seriously.
“One of the biggest things I noticed when I first
got here, coming from a high school that was 99
percent black, and then going to classes where I may
be the only or one of the only black students, I feel
like I have to work harder and that the expectations
are higher,” said Aaron Greene, president of the
Association of African-American Students.
The second-year public relations student came
to USC from Orangeburg, where more than 75
percent of the population is African-American.
At USC, only about 15 percent of students are
African-American, and 42.2 percent of Columbia
residents are. Orangeburg is also home to two of
South Carolina’s five historically black colleges and
universities.
But in a predominantly white institution like
USC, A frican-A mericans say they often find
themselves as the only person in class who is not
white, even in a 200-person lecture hall.
“I’m looked to as the black example (in class),”
said Jasmine Gant, president of the Multicultural
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Henrie Monteith, Robert Anderson and James Solomon Jr. walk to register for classes on Sept. 11, 1963.
Greek Board and Zeta Sigma Chi Sorority, Inc.
“When you ask a white person to speak, it’s their
opinion and theirs alone. I have to be on my P’s and
Q’s and make sure that I don’t fall into stereotypes.
I don’t want to be the angry black woman. I don’t
want to be the lazy black person who doesn’t do her
assignments.”
A f r ic a n-A mer ic a n fac u lt y member s, too,
sometimes feel the pressure to be an example.
They are often looked to as liaisons to the local
African-American community and are turned to
by black students as mentors or even just a person
“who looks like them,” Littlefield said.
“African-American faculty often talk about the
amount of service that is required of people of color,
women in particular, and that is also a doubleedged sword,” Littlefield said. “The academic world
says your research, your teaching, your publications
— those are your markers in the academic world.
“At the same time, because you are the black
female, the black male or any other group that is
underrepresented, you end up with a second job.
That job includes your connection with ... the
larger community that has felt left out of the ivory
towers of academia, even though the university is in
the middle of their community.”
WHERE WE’RE GOING
Hen r ie Monteit h (now Hen r ie Monteit h
Treadwell) and James Solomon Jr. will retrace their
steps out of Osborne today, marking 50 years since
non-white students were fi rst allowed to study at

the University of South Carolina.
“It’s important to look back and view it through
the black and white photos we have, but it’s also
important to take a look at where we are and where
we can go,” Pastides said.
W hile the proportion of African-A merican
students at USC has doubled in the past 40 years,
many are still calling for more action. W hile
segregation is a long-gone policy at USC, some
students say they see others separating themselves
by race, accidentally or intentionally.
“The next step is unity. Dr. (Martin Luther)
King put so much work in, but there’s still space
between us,” Greene said. “This generation has to
take steps towards unity. We have to unify campus
as much as possible. I believe it is still an issue. You
can see it on campus. You see it in Russell House,
when people sit separately.”
A key to this unity is knowledge, according to
Briana Quarles, vice president of the National PanHellenic Council for Sorority Council, who serves
as an EMPOWER diversity peer educator.
“I have a friend who is also in EMPOWER, and I
love when she has those lightbulb moments, like, ‘I
didn’t know how much privilege I had because I’m
white,’” Quarles said. “You don’t see privilege if you
have it. If people could see what we go through on
a daily basis, if they could take a look through our
eyes for just a day, they could see what we feel and
why things need to change.”
DG
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50 YEARS L ATER

SEPTEMBER 1963

MARCH 1971

Three African-American students register at USC
Henrie Monteith, James Solomon Jr. and Robert Anderson desegregate
the university and become the first black students since Reconstruction.

Black President Chosen
USC’s first black student body president is elected.

‘WE COULD SET A GOOD EXAMPLE’
Former student body president
served during ‘tumultuous’ year
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Todd Wilson remembers the tension 50 years
ago, the murmurs and the walk past state police.
Wilson, elected student body president before
USC was ordered to desegregate, walked Robert
Anderson, one of the fi rst three black students to
study at the university, to his dorm on Sept. 11,
1963.
They walked past of f icers and past white
students, some opposed to the newly enrolled
black students — Anderson, Henrie Monteith
Treadwell and James Solomon, Jr. — some open
to them.
Most notably, a year after the University of
Mississippi was desegregated amid riots, they did
not walk past violence or open resistance.
“It felt like campus was ready for it,” Wilson
said.
The walk began a “tumultuous” year, Wilson
said: USC was desegregated, President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated, the basketball team
grew in prominence and the South CarolinaClemson football game was postponed for the
first time. Wilson, now a 71-year-old Baptist
preacher in Seneca, calls it the most significant
year of his life.
THE DAILY GAMECOCK: I was wondering if
you could describe what the mood on campus was
like 50 years ago.
TODD WILSON: Well as you would expect,
t here was a ver y strong mixt ure among t he
student body and, I’m sure, even among the
f ac u lt y a nd ad m i n ist r at ion. C lem son h ad
integrated the semester before, and that had
helped some in k ind of setting the stage. ...
Students were mixed. There were some that
were very open to it, and there were some very
opposed to it. ... Even though there was some
opposition, there was no blatant, open defiance
or anything.
TDG: When you started on that walk, what
was going through your head? You said that you
felt like campus was ready, but did you have any
nerves or fear about what might happen?
TW: Well, probably a sense of wonder about

Courtesy of University Archives

Todd Wilson, USC’s student body president in 1963,
“felt like campus was ready” for desegregation.
what we will encounter going across campus,
and also, having met Robert, how he would be
impacted by it, because that was an awkward
place for him to be. He was much shier than
Henrie Monteith. ... He handled it well.
TDG: It looks like there were some fl areups
before the students came to campus. Do you have
any memories of that?
TW: The only negative memories I have are
some conversations in the dorms. Even in my
own dorm, there was a student (who was) told
by his father, “If there’s trouble, you’d better be
leading it.” That kind of thing. We had some
discussions among the students about what was
coming, and some were very angry; others were
very accepting. So really, as I said earlier, it was a
wide diversity of viewpoints.
TDG: Going into your time as president, how
did you manage the different feelings on campus

as the representative of the student body?
TW: Let me put it in a little larger context,
if I can. That was t he most sig nif icant and
influential year of my life, even to this point. ...
A lot happened that year, so it was tumultuous
year, I guess. I became a minister, and all that
was very shaping in terms of my outlook and
perspective on just about everything, because
the disappointing thing, to me, was that the
most severe opposition we got was from religious
students who based their prejudices on their
religious views. I obviously had to interact with
that kind of stuff. My overall perspective was that
the time had come for the university to integrate
— society was integrating — (and) that we could
set a good example by doing it right.
TDG: Tell me a little more about how it shaped
your perspectives, especially as you went into
ministry.
TW: It helped me see how people’s religious
faith shaped their behavior (and) shaped their
views and what part religious faith was supposed
to play in the way in which people related to one
another, cared for one another. If religion became
a source of persecution, then it really became a
problem.
TDG: You said that year was tumultuous, but
how did it compare to the rest of your time at
USC?
TW: In actualit y, it wasn’t vastly different.
It was probably, for lack of a better word, more
tense, but not vastly different. Once we got
past the initial thing — which we did well — I
thought it settled down.
T D G : W h at w e r e y o u r f e e l i n g s a b o u t
desegregation personally?
TW: Mine was that it was the right thing to do.
... There was no negativity toward it on my part;
there was concern about how we would handle it.
I knew there was going to be a lot of opposition
to it — some of the people who lived close to me
in the dorms were opposed to it and that type of
thing. The good thing is that we did discuss it.
The discussions got pretty volatile, but we were
able to communicate about it.
Editor’s note: Due to space constraints, the interview
was edited for length.
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to dif ferent groups and unif y t he
campus,” Greene said.
Meeting other types of people is an
important way to educate themselves
and educate someone else, Dozier told
the students.
“And in my experience, I’ve found
t hat a lot of people need a lot of
education,” he said.
Wr i g h t p r a i s e d t h e s t u d e n t s
for t a k i ng t he t i me to t rea s u re
t heir h istor y a nd be a pa r t of
t he c onver s at ion . St re s s i n g t he
importance of keeping records and
net work ing on campus, he said an
archive of A A AS events would help
future students continue the work of
their predecessors.

Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Professors and community leaders participated in a panel Tuesday with the Association of African-American Students.
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50 YEARS L ATER

2013
Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Members of the Association of African-American Students gather to hear black USC professors and community leaders from South Carolina discuss the anniversary.

AAAS celebrates desegregation at panel
Professors, community members
discuss anniversary Tuesday
Sarah Martin

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Kevin Shepherd’s grandmother used to tell
him: “Boy, don’t you forget where you came
from.”
Shepherd spoke along with other community
members at the Association of African-American
Students meeting Tuesday night, a gathering
to celebrate t he 50t h a n n iversar y of racial
desegregation at USC. Other guest speakers
included Ramone Jackson, Henry Wright, USC
Gospel Choir director Carl Wells and Valinda
Littlefield, director of USC’s African-American
Studies department.
Focusing on the history of race relations on
campus, the speakers fielded questions from
AAAS members about current affairs and goals

for the future. Among the questions were, “How
can we get together and make a true difference
on this campus?” and “What can we do to keep
improving ourselves and climbing up the ladder?”
Littlefield praised the students for thinking
about their futures as well as their past.
“You have to ask yourselves what you want to
be known as,” she said. “Keep your rich history
alive, think about the future. Build a relationship
with your professors and always put your best
foot forward — it makes a difference.”
A lso ment ioned at t he panel were famous
alumni who have come from A A AS and t he
inspiration they can provide to current members.
They included Columbia Mayor Steve Benjamin
and USC’s fi rst African-American student body
president, Harry Walker.
Elected in 1971, Walker’s campaign slogan was
“Let’s Get It Together,” a phrase he used to reach
out to others.
“The fi rst African-American student at USC

successfully got her degree,” Jackson said. “That’s
the kind of legacy we should be focusing on.”
The panel also answered quest ions about
diversit y and how to include ot her st udent
organizat ions in f ut ure A A A S events. John
Dozier, the universit y’s new Chief Diversit y
Officer, offered insight on the topic.
“Diversity is an interesting issue here at USC,”
Dozier said. “It isn’t just about black and white,
but celebrating the differences in each other.
Your challenge as a student is to embrace AAAS,
but to also step out of your comfort zone and
meet other folks.”
Aaron Greene, a second-year public relations
student and president of AAAS spoke about the
importance of connecting A A AS with other
groups on campus.
“We’re one of the biggest organizations here,
and there’s an opportunity for us to reach out
AAAS • 3

Students find ‘comfort’ in multicultural, NPHC groups
Organizations have
evolved since 1963
Sarah Ellis

SELLIS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

When Constance Gantt arrived
at USC three years ago, “it was just
coming to college.”
“It’s not h ing you really t h in k
about,” said Gantt, a fourth-year
elementary education student.
It’s hard for her to believe that
until 50 years ago, USC was a racially
segregated campus — hard to believe,
she says, because an integrated life is
all she’s ever known.
“It’s still a little unbelievable that
at one point in time the way we live
is not the way it was, and being in
an integrated institution was not
commonplace,” Gantt said. “I can’t
believe that 50 years ago, I would
not have had the same life that I have
now. Some of the opportunities that
I have been awarded would not have
been possible or would have been
extremely difficult to attain.”
She’s embraced some of t hose
opportunities as secretary of USC’s
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc., a historically African-American
sorority founded in 1920 at Howard
University. USC’s chapter opened
in 1977, just over a decade after the
university desegregated. It’s one of
the eight historically black Greekletter organizations that make up the
university’s National Pan-Hellenic
Council.
The majorit y of USC’s NPHC
chapters were founded on campus
w it h i n 15 yea r s of t he school’s
desegregation.
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc. was
founded nationally in 1963 — the
same year as USC’s desegregation
— but on ly ca me to ca mpu s i n
20 0 6 . R a s h aw n Fu l more , USC
chapter president, said many of the
organization’s historical members
were civil rights activists and even

2012
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Members of traditionally black National Pan-Hellenic Council sororities and fraternities step as part of their traditions.
i ncluded members of t he Black
Panther Party.
1963, Fulmore said, was a powerful
y e a r. I o t a P h i T h e t a a t U S C
represents a cont inuat ion of t he
progress that was made in that year,
he said.
“When we all come together as a
collegiate unit, it’s just unity, and that
goes back to progression and unity as
well,” Fulmore said.
The Greek-letter system at USC,
t hough, rema i n s a n e s sent ia l ly
seg regated popu lat ion, w it h
t he va st major it y of non-wh ite
Greeks represented in NPHC or
Mu lt ic u lt u r a l Greek Cou nc i l
orga n izat ions. Some N PHC
members say the segregation between
traditionally white and traditionally
non-white organizations is obvious,
but not intentional or malicious.
“It’s more of a comfort-level thing.

We go where we go,” Gantt said. “We
take after the other women we know.
My mother is a member of Sigma
Gamma Rho. I grew up k nowing
more about NPHC organizations
t ha n ( Nat ional Pa n hel len ic
Conference sororities).”
For member s of N PHC
organizations, the 50th anniversary
of USC’s desegregation is a reminder
of how far their organizations and
their race have come on a southern
campus.
“It’s really important for NPHC,
because one of the reasons we’re
here is that we wanted something for
ourselves, wanted to stand out not just
as black people, but as black leaders
who want to serve our community,”
said Briana Quarles, vice president
of NPHC for Sorority Council and a
member of Zeta Phi Beta.
Gantt can imagine where she might

be now if Henrie Monteith, James
Solomon, Jr. and Robert Anderson
hadn’t walked down the steps of the
Osborne Administration Building 50
years ago today — probably studying
at a historically black school like
S.C. State Universit y or Howard
University, she said.
It’s harder, she said, to imagine
where USC would be now if it hadn’t
desegregated in 1963 — “I guess the
same place it was 50 years ago.”
But thinking about USC’s past has
her wondering about its future.
“It makes me wonder where USC
will be in 50 more years,” Gantt
said. “I hope it’ll be better than it is
tomorrow.”
A ssi s t ant Ne ws E ditor Hannah
Jeffrey contributed reporting.
DG
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Strong-mayor system to get vote
County election commission has 3 months
to set election date for referendum
Hannah Jeffrey

HJEFFREY@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Carolina Productions’ new offices will house
11 members as well as its larger items.

CP office moves
to 3rd floor of
Russell House
Leadership center moves
into Campus Life Center
Sarah Ellis

SELLIS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The Carolina Productions offices have
moved out of the Campus Life Center in
Russell House to make room for t he
university’s new Leadership and Service
Center.
By this end of this month, CP will set up in
a new $110,000, 867-square-foot space on the
third floor of Russell House. The new office
is paid for by student life funds, according to
Kim McMahon, director of Russell House
and Campus Life.
The move, though not requested by CP,
is welcomed by the group, said CP President
Erik Telford.
“We’ve always noticed that we had sort of a
cramped space,” Telford said. “We do a lot of
fun things, loud things. And when you’re in
an area with three or five other organizations,
it’s difficult to be efficient in a space like that.”
CP’s new home will house 11 staff members,
a conference room and storage space for
items like the group’s popcorn machine
CP • A3

Volunteers have gathered enough signatures to bring
the a strong-mayor referendum before the city’s voters.
With just over 12,500 verified signatures, the question
has shifted from whether Columbia will vote on the
strong-mayor question to when. Only 11,063 signatures
— 15 percent of Columbia’s population — are required
to put to a referendum in a special election.
If approved, the referendum would give Columbia’s
mayor more power, giving the office the power to hire
and fire city employees and run the city day-to-day.
Currently, the city manager handles those duties, and
the mayor serves as chairman of City Council.
Several large blue boxes filled with sheets of signatures
were brought into City Hall by Let Columbia Vote
volunteers Tuesday. The petition’s co-chairmen, James
Felder, Jim Hodges and Henry McMaster, signed a letter
addressed to Columbia City Clerk of Council Erika
Moore asking for the vote to be set for Nov. 5 instead of
being held in a special election.
“We encourage t he Cit y to save ta x payers t he
unnecessary cost of a special election by holding this
referendum on November 5, 2013 to coincide with the
already-scheduled municipal elections,” the letter read.
Copies of the letter were sent to Mayor Steve Benjamin,
members of City Council, City Manager Teresa Wilson,
City Attorney Kenneth E. Gaines and Richland County
Election Commission Director Howard Jackson.
Hodges, a former Democratic governor, said at a news
conference Tuesday that whether or not Columbia has a
strong mayor is “a decision that should be made by the
voters.” None of the Let Columbia Vote volunteers were
elected officials, he said, but citizens of Columbia who
are concerned about their government.
A special elect ion to vote on t he strong-mayor
r e f e r e nd u m w o u ld c o s t t he c it y of C ol u m b i a
approximately $150,000, said McMaster, a former
Republican attorney general. That cost played a large
part in the signature-gathering process.
The cit y is now required to set an election date
between 30 and 90 days from the day the petition is
verified by the county election commission, according
to Matthew Richardson, a Columbia attorney.
“Of course, set t ing on Nov. 5 makes t he most

Hannah Jeffrey / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Let Columbia Vote announced that it gathered more than
12,500 signatures gathered for a strong-mayor referendum.
sense,” Richardson said at the news conference. “Most
importantly, it would save taxpayers $150,000.”
The Richland County Election Commission, which
came under criticism after last year’s presidential election
saw hours-long waits, is responsible for verifying the
signatures within 15 days. The commission must check
approximately 700 signatures : the first 500 on the
petition and one in 10 after that.
“This is a real opportunity for the Richland County
Election Commission to show their efficiency and
competency to get this petition certified as soon as
possible, by the end of the week, in fact,” Richardson
said. “And we hope that they will.”
Once the signatures are verified, the commission will
choose the date of the vote.
“I want everybody to hold on to their hats. You haven’t
seen anything yet,” McMaster said. “South Carolina is
going to take off; Columbia is going to be right in the
middle of it.”
DG

Students ‘battling the stigma’ of mental illness
Suicide Prevention Day
raises awareness
Sydney Patterson

SPATTERSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

INSIDE

Before she went to counseling,
Margaret K ramer “bel ieved t he
stereotype that you just sit on the
couch, and t hey write notes and
listen and take your money.”
“I never really felt like your life
could be changed by counseling, but
when I went to my second counselor,
and that was the right fit for me,
that’s when my life changed,” she
said. “That’s why I do what I do
now, because she really changed
m y out lo ok o n l i f e a nd w h at ’s
important.”
K r a me r i s p r e s ide nt of b ot h
Student Health Services’ Changing
Carolina Peer Leaders and Active
Minds, a national mental healthfocused student organization.
About 25 percent of USC students
reported feeling so depressed that it
was difficult to function consistently
over the course of a year, according
to st at ist ic s f rom t he Nat iona l
College Health Assessment. Almost
6 p ercent of st udent s rep or ted
seriously considering suicide in the
course of a year.
Those numbers make it clear, said
Jennifer Myers, USC’s coordinator
for Suicide Prevent ion Ser v ices:
Mental health is an issue that cannot
be ignored.
“What I’d really like to do is to
get them to know what the mental
healt h resou rces are on campus
and then to not be afraid to talk
about mental healt h issues w it h
each other, because obviously if we
take care of things earlier on, if we

have earlier identification of mental
healt h issues, we can potent ially
even prevent someone from even
considering suicide,” Myers said.
Part of that push for awareness
i ncluded Su icide Prevent ion
Ser v ices’ host i ng a t able on
Greene Street for National Suicide
Prevent ion Day on Tuesday. It’s
impor t a nt , Myers sa id, to show
students who could potentially be
struggling with mental health issues
that it’s OK to talk about them in a
very public way.
“We’re really working on battling
the stigma around mental health
issues, a nd people shou ld k now
that we’re willing to stand out at
the farmers market and talk about
depression and anxiety and mental
health,” Myers said. “We want to
make it something that’s more talked
about, just like we would talk about
our physical health.”
Myers and other volunteers gave
passersby brochures and information
about t he Counseling Center, as
well as small slips of paper wit h
encouraging quotations. When a few
students passed by more than once,
she gave them another slip of paper
and told them to “pay it forward.”
The prevalence of ment al
health issues in the student body
at USC is something K ramer has
seen f irst hand, she said, and it’s
something Active Minds is working
to improve by offering
“We have resources for eat ing
disorder awareness, su icide
prevent ion, st ress ma nagement,
depression. It’s a full range of things
college st udents face day-to-day.
Either they know somebody, they’re
facing it or someone in their family
SUICIDE • A2
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Catherine Gamer, a first-year biology student, speaks with Jennifer Myers,
coordinator for Suicide Prevention Services, on Greene Street Tuesday.
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Converse College cuts
tuition by 43 percent
W hile college st udents across t he nat ion face
continued concerns about rising tuition costs, one South
Carolina college is slicing its price tag nearly in half.
Converse College said Tuesday it will cut its tuition by
43 percent next year — from $29,124 to $16,500 — The
State reported.
One of two women’s colleges in the state, Converse
made the decision to lower its tuition after seeing
its total enrollment drop over the past five years and
hearing students’ and parents’ concerns about the cost
to attend the school, according to The State.
On average, students currently pay $16,500 after
grants and scholarships are applied to their tuition. The
school says it will continue offering scholarships and
grants to students who now pay less than $16,500, even
after tuition drops next year.
“No student is going to pay a penny more than they
are now,” Converse President Betsy Fleming told The
State.
— Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor

SUICIDE • Continued from A1
is,” Kramer said. “It’s just imperative
that students know that they’re not
the only people out there.”
A f ter only re-establishing
USC’s chapter of Ac t ive M i nds
la st seme ster, K r a mer sa id t he
organization had around 50 people
s i g n up at l a s t we e k ’s s t u d e nt
organization fair.
“We’ll see how many of t hose
people show up, but that was very
surprising to us to even get that
ma ny st udent s, a nd each one of
t hem was ver y excited about t he
organization,” Kramer said.
She said she thinks so many people
are interested Active Minds because
mental healt h is somet hing t hat
affects everyone.
“We all have minds, and we all
are affected by them — chemically,
environmentally. It’s just a myriad
of factors, and even t hough it is
something that’s part of all of us,
there is some stigma attached that we
have to be pristine inside and out,”
Kramer said. “That’s unfortunate,
but that’s what the organization is
for: to make people feel like they can

Drip owner opening
Scoopy-Doo gelato shop

South Carolina could
get new area code

Sean McCrossin, owner of Drip coffee
shop, plans to open a gelato shop, The State
reported.
The Columbia Board of Zoning Appeals
approved a parking variance to open the
shop adjacent to Drip’s Five Points location.
The new Italian ice cream shop will be
named “Scoopy-Doo” — a name chosen by
McCrossin’s 8-year-old daughter.
McCrossin hopes the gelato shop will help
draw more families to the area, according
to The State. He plans to open the shop by
next spring.
There are plans to include retail space
in the store to sell shirts, mugs and coffee
brewing kits.
Drip is located at 729 Saluda Ave. and has
a second branch location at 1441 Main St.
—Maxwell Bauman, Assistant Copy Desk
Chief

South Carolina could get a fourth area code, and
it could be in service by 2015, The Associated Press
reported.
The group responsible for coordinating the country’s
area codes has filed a petition that would add another
area code to the 843 region, which snakes along South
Carolina’s coast. The area, which includes Myrtle
Beach, Charleston and Hilton Head Island, has been
growing quickly. The petition did not say what the new
code would be.
The new code would serve customers in the Pee Dee
region, which includes Florence and Conway. It goes up
for a public hearing on Dec. 3 at 10 a.m.
South Carolina first added an area code in 1995. 864
went into service in December of that year and currently
serves much of the Upstate, including Greenville,
Spartanburg and Anderson.
In 1998, 843 became the area code for the 21 counties
it serves now.
— Amanda Coyne, News Editor

be more open about it.”
Suicide Prevention Services is also
working to train students, faculty
and staff on suicide prevention. So
far, Kramer said, 1,232 people have
been certified. The office will hold
another training session Sept. 12
from 9-11:30 a.m., and almost 20
people are already signed up for
that class, Myers said. The training
w ill cover war n i ng sig ns a nd
statistics and what students can do
if they know someone who may be
considering suicide.
“Sometimes our students handle
situations that are really intense on
their own, and I think it’s important
whenever someone is at risk for
suicide or talking about suicide to
make sure they get connected with a
mental health resource, obviously to
help the student, but also to help the
friend to make sure everyone gets
through it in the best way possible,”
Myers said.
In addition to her professional
w o r k w it h t h e o f f i c e , s u i c i d e
prevention has had a very personal
affect on Myers’ life, she said.
“I feel like I k ind of owe

something to the world, because
it’s people who have really worked
toward suicide prevention that made
it so that my own mom spoke out
about her suicidal t houghts, and
I was able to respond and get her
the help she needed,” Myers said.
“I still have her here today because
she was motivated to say something
because I was involved with the Out
of the Darkness suicide prevention
walk that’s run by the A merican
Foundation for Suicide Prevention.
“I’m forever g ratef u l for t hat
opportunity — to be able to respond
to assist my mom — that I want to
be able to do the same thing for
someone else.”
Kramer’s personal experience with
counseling is something she hopes
to share with students who are on
the fence about it, she said.
“My l ife has been cha nged so
much by the treatment I received,”
she sa id. “I wa nt t hat for ot her
people as well.”
The most basic step students can
take to improve their own mental
health, or to get help for friends
they’re worried about, is to pick up
the phone, Myers said.
USC’s Counseling and Human

Development Center offers 12 free
one-on-one sessions for students as
part of the health fee, which can be
scheduled after a brief phone intake
interview.
For t hose who aren’t ready for
a n i n-p er son app oi nt ment , t he
online screening tool on the Student
Health Services website is a great
tool, Kramer said.
“ T hat is a g reat re sou rce for
students who don’t want to talk with
anyone but are feeling the need to
start figuring out what’s going on,”
she said. “It’s got the anonymity of
being online but can also give you an
accurate understanding of what your
next step should be.”
More than anything, Kramer said,
students have to find someone —
anyone they trust — to talk to.
“Get someone else on your team,”
Kramer said. “There are students,
facult y members, counselors who
are all ready and willing to be that
person for you, to take you to the
next step for your recovery. ... It’s
just really important to make sure
that you are recognizing that this is
something you can seek help for.”
DG

New Location on USC's campus!
1226 Pendleton St 1st level of Cornell Arms

Coupon:

Buy One Bubble Tea, Get One Free
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The 2013-2014 academic year will be dedicated to celebrating the
anniversary of USC’s desegregation, with academic and cultural
events from September until April.
university’s founding to its desegregation.
the third student who desegregated USC.

Desegregation Event Calendar
Sept. 11
“Retracing the Steps”

Sept. 11 — Nov. 15

10 a.m., Osborne Administration Building “Turning a Crisis into an

Sept. 15 — April 30
“1963 - 2013: Desegregation
— Integration”

Henrie Monteith Treadwell and James
Solomon Jr. will retrace the steps they took
into and out of Osborne to register as two of
USC’s first three African-American students,
officially desegregating the university. They
will speak along with university President
Harris Pastides. Plans for a desegregation
commemorative garden will also be unveiled
in the courtyard next to Osborne.

This exhibit portrays the racial climate of
Columbia in 1963 and offers advice to preThis exhibit examines the desegregation service teachers who plan to work in South
of South Carolina’s colleges and universities. Carolina and be engaged in social justice
It was created by USC Libraries’ South and civil rights efforts.
Carolina Political Collections.

Sept. 11

Sept. 12 — Dec. 20

Ambassador Andrew Young
7:30 p.m., Koger Center

Opportunity: The Integration of
Higher Education in South Carolina” Museum of Education, Wardlaw Hall
Hollings Library

“1801 - 1963: The Long Road to
Desegregation at the University of
South Carolina”

Sept. 26
Nikky Finney
7 p.m., Law School Auditorium

Award-winning poet and visiting professor
Former U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young,
Nikky Finney will deliver the Adrenee Glover
a contemporary of Martin Luther King Jr. and
Freeman Lecture in African-American
a civil rights leader, will speak at an event South Caroliniana Library
Women’s Studies.
honoring Henrie Monteith Treadwell, James
This exhibit takes a look at the roles
Solomon Jr. and the late Robert Anderson, of African-Americans at USC, from the
— Compiled by Amanda Coyne, News Editor
CP • Cont. from A1

and pop-up tent. It also
locates the organization
close to student media
offices, which is
important, Telford said,
because it creates easier
opportunities for on-air
or print interviews with
t a l e nt C P b r i n g s t o
campus.
M o s t i m p o r t a nt l y,
Telford said, t he new
office gives CP an area it
can identify as its own.
“People can walk by
and say, ‘This is where CP
is,’” Telford said.
The new Service and
Leadership Center that
takes CP’s place in the
C a mpu s L i f e C e nt er
is an init iat ive to add
new programs and
infrastructure to support
the university’s leadership
agend a a nd fo c u s on
i nt eg r at i ve le a r n i ng,
McMahon said.
DG
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Honor the past by maintaining its precedent
ISSUE
USC celebrates the
50th anniversary of
desegregation.
OUR STANCE
So far so good, but
there’s still far to go.
Unt i l 1963, black st udent s
weren’t allowed to enroll at USC.
It wasn’t until Sept. 11 that
year — 50 years ago today —
t hat Robert A nderson, James
Solomon Jr. and Henrie Monteith
Treadwell came to campus and
walked out of Osborne as the
fi rst black students at USC since
Reconstruction.
Many st udents were angr y.
State police were posted across
campus. The atmosphere was
tense.
But there weren’t riots, and
there wasn’t overt opposition.
The tension would ease, and USC
would blossom as a diverse school.

As the nation wrangled with
issues of race, t he u niversit y
made it through desegregation
peacefully. Todd Wilson, then the
student body president, thought
at the time, “We could set a good
example by doing it right.”
He was right then, and he’s
right now.
It’s sobering to think that 50
years and 1 day ago black students
weren’t allowed here. USC — and
our societ y — has made huge
progress since.
But the work is not done yet.

“Just like it did in 1963,
that change can —
and should — start
here.
We still have a ways
to go. Let’s set a good
example again.”

Our campus is desegregated,
but it isn’t yet fully integrated.
As much as the universit y has
advanced, it’s still marked by
social divisions.
Race is still an issue here and
throughout society. Gender and
sexual orientation are, too.
Fift y years ago, USC set an
example in a state that lagged
behind much of the nation in its
views on race. South Carolina
still isn’t progressive: It still faces
socioeconomic and racial divides,
and it’s conservative on social
issues like gay marriage. The
Confederate flag still fl ies on the
Statehouse grounds.
The progress of the last 50
years gives us pause today, and
we hope that the advances the
university, the state and the U.S.
make over the next 50 will too.
Just like it did in 1963, that change
can — and should — start here.
We still have a ways to go. Let’s
set a good example again.

Large government not a catalyst for prosperity
Global data
show merits of
alternate, smaller
systems
I’d like to respond to Morgan
Lowder’s letter to the editor in
last Thursday’s paper, t it led,
“Big gover n ment
can be conducive
to prog ress.” I n
short: no, it can’t.
Let’s first look
at big government
and its effect on
t h e e c o n o m y.
Lowder cla ims
Ross
that the difference
Abbott
between the
Second-year
s ucce s s
of
business
Scandinavian
economics
cou nt ries and
student
t h at of A f r ic a n
cou nt r ies is a good ex a mple
of t he relat ive benef it s of
big government versus small
government.
There are two main problems
w it h t h is a rg u ment. Fi rst ly,
Scandinavia and Africa weren’t
exactly on a level playing field
when moder n gover n ment
developed in the 1800s. Entire
novels have been dedicated to the
initial causes and lasting effects
of the different developmental
timelines for the Eurasian and
A f r ica n cont i nent s. Second,
many of the developing African
countries that Lowder alludes to
have big governments compared
to his Scandinavian examples.
According to the World Bank,
Sweden’s government consumed
27 percent of ever y t h i ng it s
c o u nt r y p r o d u c e d i n 2011 ,
mea n i ng t hat i n propor t ion
to the country it governs, it is
fifth largest government in the
world. That puts it behind two
of Morgan’s “small government”
A frican countries — Lesotho

( N o . 1 , w i t h 33 p e r c e n t
consumption) and Burundi (No.
3, with 28 percent consumption).
N o r w a y, t h e o t h e r m a i n
Scandinavian country, ranked
20th on the list of government
consu mpt ion, beh i nd f ive
of t hose “small government”
African countries — Botswana,
Burundi, Lesotho, Namibia and
Zimbabwe.
If you’re going to compare
t wo e nt it ie s w it h d i f f e r e nt
economics, then at least make
sure the countries are relatively
similar. For example, take North
and South Korea. They were one
country until 1950, at which time
North Korea decided to become a
big government and South Korea
became a small gover n ment.
Sixty years later, the difference
between small government and
big government is literally visible
from space. Looking down from
a satellite at the Korean border,
nearly all of the southern half
is lit up with the bright lights of
industry, wealth and prosperity.
I n compa r ison, t he Nor t h
Korean capital of Pyong yang
fl ickers with a dim glow..
If North and South Korea are
too different for you, let’s look
at a single cou nt r y. Bet ween
1950 and 1979, big government
China experienced an average
gross domestic product growth
rate of 4.4 percent . I n 1979,
facing massive civil unrest from
a starving populace, the Chinese
government passed sweeping
reforms that greatly decreased
the size of government, especially
in the economic sector.
B eg i n n i n g t h at ver y ye a r
and until the Great Recession,
China’s average GDP growth
r at e i nc re a s e d t o ne a rl y 10
p e r c e n t . C h i n a’s e c o n o m y
progressed more than twice as
fast once big government took its
grubby paws off it (or at least had

its paws on less of it).
A l so, t a ke a moment , a nd
G o ogle “e c onom ic f re e dom
versu s GDP per capit a” a nd
page over to the “Images” tab,
so you can see for yourself the
graphs compiling the data from
dozens of studies that show the
general t rend t hat t hese few
examples have demonst rated.
For those of you who are too
lazy to take out your smartphone
and do so, I’ll summarize it: The
less government interferes in
a nation’s economy, the more
prosperous that nation will be.
Sm a l l gover n ment doe sn’t
care what you do with your life,
as long as you aren’t hurt ing
other people. Small government
doesn’t care which sink you drink
from, whether or not you’re able
to decide what you choose to do
with your own body or which
person you marry (as long as that
person wants to marry you too).
Claim ing now t hat big
government is wonderful because
it has finally responded to the
will of the people and cleaned up
the mess that it originally made
is ridiculous, especially when you
consider that small government
wouldn’t have made the mess in
the fi rst place.
It ’s not sm a l l gover n ment
that interferes with your civil
liberties; it’s big government.
If Lowder wants to ride the big
government train, then I wish
h im t he best of luck. I f u lly
s upp or t h is r ight to c hoo se
things for his own life, as long
as he doesn’t make me get on
the train with him. But can you
really blame me for not wanting
to go with him on a train whose
most famous stops are the Soviet
Union, communist Cuba and
North Korea?

Mopeds, motorcycles need
to stay off the sidewalk
Motorists should make use of
roadways, correct parking lots
A steadily growing problem, not unlike
the cycling woes of pedestrians in the past,
has become quite evident this semester
as students continue to use sidewalks as
moped lanes.
One needs only to walk the short distance
bet ween Thomas Cooper Librar y and
Russell House to see the ever-increasing
number of mopeds incorrectly parked at
bike racks in front of both buildings.
There are rows of Taotaos and Vespas
taking up the spaces bicycles
should be occupying, according
to campus parking policy.
The Parking Services web
page states, “Motorcycles and
motor s co oter s mu st h ave
a v a l id p er m it t o p a rk on
campus. They may park only in
Brian
designated motorcycle spaces
Almond
in surface parking lots.” There
Third-year
are several lots for motorcycle
environmental
and moped parking including
science student
lots near the Honors Residence
Hall, LeConte College , and
the School of Public Health, and while
they may be less convenient, they’re there
for a reason. Leave the bicycle racks for the
bicycles.
T he ma i n issue, however, l ies w it h
students riding their five-horsepower steeds
somewhat dangerously through campus
sidewalks. When roads crisscross campus,
traveling by street is easy to nearly any
building, especially considering the roads
have speed limits greater t han t hat of
walking. Taking your moped or motorcycle
onto t he sidewalk is foolish for many
reasons: The danger it poses to pedestrians
is one, and the fact it’s against the law is
another.
Maybe you’re only riding a short distance
and have no choice but to take sidewalks
— for example, you want to take your
hot pink Vespa from Capstone House to
Gambrell Hall — but if zipping between
classes is your goal, a bicycle is a far more
sustainable, and healthier, option.
Furt hermore, Park ing Ser vices bans
the operation of motor scooters, mopeds
and motorcycles on sidewalks and any
pedestrian walkway. Enforcement of these
policies is lacking, and Parking Services
should take steps to uphold its own rules for
the safety of students.
Tickets, fines or some other form of
penalties should be given out to curtail
this growing practice. Sidewalks are for
pedestrians and, on campus, man-powered
bicycles. Mopeds and other motorized
cycles should stay on the road and off the
sidewalks before someone fails to clear the
way from an oncoming motorist.

WHAT’S YOUR TAKE?
Do you want your opinion voiced in The
Daily Gamecock? Contact viewpoints@
dailygamecock.com for more information.

CONTACT INFORMATION

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p oi nt s p age i s to st i mu l ate
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community. All published
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should
be submitted via email to editor@
dailygamecock.com. Letters must be
200 to 300 words in length and include
the author’s name, year in school and

area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
columns. Columnists should keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock and
must conform to the legal standards of
USC Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock,
let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com
and we will print the correction in our next issue.
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5 tips to stress less this semester
Eat better, work out for
a happier, healthier lifestyle
Caitlyn McGuire

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

It’s about a month into the school year, which
means students are starting to feel the pressure
of school. All of a sudden, tests are every day,
homework piles up, money is dwindling and
students are questioning whether they have picked
the right major.
There’s no argument that it’s hard being a
college student. Although stress to put as much
on your plate as possible and stay up long hours to
get everything done can fuel your fire, your need
for academic perfection is probably hurting more
than helping.
According to USC’s Student Heath Service’s
website, stress can lead to depression, sadness,
forgetf ulness, body tension, fatigue, risk for
weight gain or loss, increased risk for illness and
unhealthy or addicting behaviors. Stress also has
different effects on each person, making managing
it crucial in order to have a successful time in
college. As much as your parents tell you to calm
down, it doesn’t help, and taking a four hour nap
to forget about all of the work you have won’t help
either.
By actively attacking stress during the week
instead of going through a roller coaster of anxietydriven days followed by completely unproductive
afternoons, you can manage everything you have
to do without getting overwhelmed. Lucky for us,
USC has a plethora of stress fighting options right
on campus.
Here are some things you can do during this
semester to get your mind and body under control.

1

Put down the
burger

sounds, the foods you eat directly affect your brain
function as well your mood. The healthier you eat,
the happier you’ll be, the clearer your mind will
be and the less stressed you will be. USC offers
one-on-one dietitian services to not only help you
pick the foods to eat, but teach you about how they
work with your body, giving you the boost you
need to ace your test.

2

Work it out

Have you ever been so angry, you punched
and kicked your pillow until you felt better?
Working out has this same effect. All of the
built up anger and tension can easily melt
away by working your muscles and clearing
your mind. This doesn’t mean you need
to be working out for 2 hours every day,
but at least 20 minutes will do the trick.
Try strolling the Riverwalk , taking
a class at Strom Thurmond Wellness
Center or working out with a friend for
motivation.

3

Talk about it

Talking about your feelings can be the last
thing you want to do after a long day, but saying
it out loud or writing it down gets it out of your
mind at
least. The counseling center is
open to anyone and is the
perfect opportunity
to get things off
your chest as well
as get advice
specific to you.

4

Play with a puppy

Many students
have experienced the joy of cuddling with a
puppy or kitten in Russell House during finals
week. So why not do this the whole year long?
The Campus Wellness ”Keep Calm” campaign
is now offering pet therapy once a
month and before and
after that date, Pet’s
Inc. offers it
close by. A
puppy is going to
kiss and cuddle no
matter what your
test grade was.

5

Take a moment

Every day, take some time, whether it’s ten
minutes or an hour, to do something that makes
you happy. This can be anything from getting a
Pumpkin Spice Latte from Starbucks, watching
an episode of your favorite
show, taking a power
nap or watching cat
videos on YouTube.
No matter how busy
you are, just do it.

When you’ve been at Thomas Cooper
Librar y all night, there’s nothing you
want more than a Wendy’s stop on the way
home to treat yourself. As amazing as that

DG

Indie horror game terrifies, exhausts

“Outlast”
Platform: PC (Coming to PS4 in 2014)
Developer: Red Barrels
Publisher: Red Barrels
Rating: Rated M for intense violence,
blood and gore
Courtesy of Red Barrels

Independent game developer Red Barrels, known for revolutionizing the survival horror genre, builds on their success with their latest chilling release, “Outlast.”

PC title ‘Outlasts’
cliches, produces
top-notch scares
Aaron Jenkins

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

It’s dark in t he basement of t he
Mount Massive Asylum. It’s pitch black.
In fact, the only way to see down here is
through the night vision mode on your
hand-held video camera.
Even with that, you can barely make
out the dim figure rounding the corner,
stalking you.
His face is disfigured, rendered a
s ic k e n i n g g re e n i n t he i n f r a re d
light, and his eyes glow as two balls
of piercing white light. In his hand,
he’s clutching a bat. He’s murmuring
something about fi nding a “putty cat”
and getting dangerously close to where
you’re hiding.
And then the camera’s batteries die.
This is “Outlast,” one of the most

intensely terrif ying games to come
a long i n yea r s. I n it , t he player
takes control of Miles Upshur, an
investigative journalist who, on a tip
from an inside source, heads up to
Mount Massive Asylum in Colorado
in the hopes of exposing the unethical
treatment of the patients there.
Upon entering the asylum, things
go badly very quickly. The halls are
slicked with gore, offices strewn with
dozens of bodies, and the patients, who
barely look human anymore, are freely
roaming the wards.
“Outlast” owes a lot of its existence to
Frictional Games’ “Amnesia: The Dark
Descent,” a game which popularized
removing combat from the survival
horror formula entirely.
“Outlast” is much the same. At no
point during your stay in the Mount
M a s s i ve A s y lu m do you re c e i ve
anything even resembling a weapon.
The only means of survival is to hide

within the shadows, under stained
hospital beds or inside cramped storage
lockers. And when that fails (and it will),
the only option left is to run for your
life.
What makes it all the more tense
is that the pursuers are eerily quiet
most of the time. Unlike traditional
stealth games, enemies don’t make it a
point to talk to themselves, constantly
announcing to the player where they
are. Rounding a corner and ending up
face-to-ghoulish-face with a patient is a
common occurrence.
Not ever y g rotesque pat ient i n
“O ut last” is host ile; some of t he
asylum’s denizens are too far gone to
prove aggressive. The game plays with
that concept throughout its opening
hours. There’s a tension that arises
between trying to tell a true threat from
a pitiful, tortured shell of a person.
For the most part, “Outlast” forgoes
logic and originality in its pursuit of the

ultimate haunted house experience. The
amount of carnage and bodies present
in the asylum exceed even ridiculous
nu mber s, a nd t he stor y tel l i ng is
peppered with horror film clichés, from
hulking monsters to mad surgeons.
However, despite its rather trite plot
conventions, “Outlast” presents its
horrific nightmare house with such a
level of mastery that it’s impossible to
not be strongly affected by it.
The excellent sound design ensures
that no single room ever feels safe. The
way the camera’s night vision lights
the environments is unsettling in an
instinctual way (which fans of “The
Blair Witch Project” or “REC” no
doubt understand).
Make no mistake, this is a game for
serious horror fans, and certainly isn’t
for the faint of heart.
Though much of the sense of fear in
“Outlast” comes from paranoia rather
OUTLAST • 6
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OUTLAST • Continued from 5
than actual danger, that illusion is all
too powerful, a relentlessly oppressive
force that bears down on the player for
the game’s 5-to-6 hour duration. And
despite the short length of “Outlast,”
it is likely that players will need several
sittings to complete it, as it can prove
that exhausting.
T he ga me loses some of it s
moment um around the t wo-thirds
mark, and it all spirals down into a

t w i s t y e nd i n g t h at i s de c ide d l y
unsatisfying.
Reg a rd le s s, a s a n ent r y i n t he
increasingly resurgent survival horror
genre, and as a debut title from indie
studio Red Barrels, “Outlast” is superb.
Is it fun? Well, no; it’s self-imposed
psychological torture. But if you’re into
that kind of thing, “Outlast” is out
there, just waiting for you.
DG

Courtesy of Red Barrels

Despite its mere 5 to 6 hours of gameplay, the sheer terror that “Outlast” conjures
makes it nearly impossible to finish in one sitting.
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COOL DOWN

Stop
by Greene
wednesday, september 11
Street for FREE
11AM-2PM
SNOW CONES!
The Cool Down is open to
all USC students! A chance to win
great prizes! Rain date: September 19th

a Sophomore September event

sc.edu/studentengagement
dentengag
OSE_USC

jamom
ro SIC

MU
FESTIVAL

FREE!
SEPT. 21, 2013
12-10 P.M.
Main at Hampton St.
Columbia, SC

SON VOLT

SPIDER BAGS / THE WOGGLES
JOSH ROBERTS AND THE HINGES
THE GREAT BOOK OF JOHN
DIALI CISSOKHO & KAIRA BA
THE KERNAL / RACHEL KATE
LOS PERDIDOS / DEAR BLANCA
MASON JAR MENAGERIE / STAGBRIAR
AND MORE FUN!
• cycling events in partnership with the
American Diabetes Assocation Tour de Cure
and the Historic Columbia Foundation
• food from Bourbon Columbia, Village Idiot, Drip
on Main, KC Hot Dogs, The Wurst Wagon, Paradise Ice, and Crepes & Croissants
• kids’ activities like crafts, face painting,
games and live performances on the Columbia
Arts Academy Stage

the
jam

Student Engagement
at the University of
South Carolina

UofSCstuengage

USCStudentEngagement
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EMPLOYMENT
Now Hiring
The Office of Student Media
is now hiring for Advertising
Sales and Social Media
Management positions.
Ideal applicants should be
sophomores or juniors and
be prepared to commit at
least two semesters to the
position. For more information
or to schedule an interview,
please email your resume
and anticipated graduation
date to sarahs@mailbox.
sc.edu. You may also fill out
an application at http://www.
sa.sc.edu/studentmedia/
apply-advertising/. Deadline
for application is September
13.

EMPLOYMENT
Experienced Personal
Trainers needed
Part time AM and PM hours
available. Gym is 1 mile from
campus. Contact Anne Marie
for details 803.799.9455.
Email mfulmer44@aol.com
Seeking Experienced LongTerm Servers, Bartenders,
Cashiers for Local Hot Spot
Apply in person btwn 3:306:30. 4722 Forest Drive,
29206. Weekends Required

EMPLOYMENT
Now hiring FT/PT positions.
Flexible schedules. Great work
environment. Call (803) 7645137 or send resume to:
humanresources@ailme.net

SERVICES
MassageOnTheMove 4mi>DwnTwn w/ appts@WCola
Studio or OnSite group/event
Stu/Fac20%OFF RegPrice
Details@ MassageMove.com

Bartender Wanted Call:3311553

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE
TODAY
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
WITH THE DUNDER
CHIEFS, SANS ABRI,
TREES ON MARS, LET ME
FLY
7 p.m. / $7
New Brookland Tavern
122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

OPEN JAM SESSION

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Increase your assets for
a mont h, w it h Venu s
i n Scor pio. Tr avel is
ap p e a l i n g u nd e r t he
Sagit tarius Moon.
Fantasies aren’t to be
relied upon. Study theory,
while tak ing practical
actions. Build creative
resources.

Focus on beaut if y ing
you r home. Th i ngs
ea se up. Pla n you r
nex t move w it h you r
part ner. Realit y wins
over fantasy. Celebrate
with sensual pleasures
like fresh flavors.

You won’t be wearing
you r hear t on you r
sleeve quite as much.
Communicate fears and
expectations to be free
of them. Keep a secret.
Th is empowers you
both. Get organized.

You’ll love learning for
t his next phase. Dive
into a sweet obsession.
E nerg iz e you r home
base. Think outside the
box. Send a postcard to
the office.

Yo u’r e p o p u l a r, a n d
t h at bu s y s o c i a l l i f e
could cause a problem
at home. You’re out in
t he public. Get ex t ra
ef f icient. Spend w it h
care.

I t ’s e a s i e r t o m a k e
money for awh ile.
D o n’t t a k e it f o r
granted. Gather it up.
The upcoming days are
excellent for studying.
Just about anything is
possible. Make pla ns
that include passion.

Scorpio

C a re er ad v a nc e s a re
quite possible over the
next month, and social
activities engage you.
This phase is good for
t r a vel . I nve s t ig at e a
dream. You’re building
s o m e t h i n g of v a lu e .
A supposit ion get s
challenged.

You’re especially lucky
(a nd at t rac t ive) w it h
Ve nu s i n you r s ig n .
St ick to your budget.
Spend your new
i nc ome on pr ac t ic a l
domesticity. Meditate.
Keep watching for the
full picture.

The upcom i ng days
are especially good for
setting goals that lead
to beauty, love and joy.
St udy your direct ion.
Plan for two days in the
spotlight. Soak up the
atmosphere.

Taurus

Compromise comes
e a s ier. R el y on a
supportive partner, and
express your gratitude.
Handle financial matters.
Balance your checkbook.
Avoid distractions, as you
plot strategy.

Gemini

T h e r e ’s m o r e w o r k
coming in for a month
— the kind you like. Let
somebody else take care
of you. Complete t he
backstage effort. Stash
your earnings in a safe
place.

Cancer

Wo r k g e t s i n t e n s e .
Artistic efforts work out.
Don’t gamble now, even
on a sure thing. For four
week s w it h Venu s i n
Scorpio, you’re lucky in
love.

Virgo

Libra

Capricorn

8 p.m. / free
Mac’s on Main 1710
Main St.

TOMORROW
MS. SCOTTO’S PRESENTS THURSDAY
NIGHTS OPEN MIC
7 P.M., doors open at 6 p.m. / $5 in
advance, $7 at door, $10 after 8 p.m.
Ms Scotto’s 8712-A Two Notch Rd.

NATHAN ANGELO CD RELEASE WITH
MICAH DALTON
9 p.m. / free
Tin Roof 1022 Senate St.

09/11/13

Aquarius

Pisces

Doodle in class? Like to draw?
Email mix@dailygamecock.com about
creating our daily comic.

S M WALK TO MASS |

SATURDAY — 4:30PM
SUNDAY — 9 & 11AM
5 & 7 PM
1610 Greene Street
On the USC Campus

09/11/13

1 2 3 4

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

ACROSS
1 Aleutian island
5 Upheaval
8 “Superbad” coscreenwriter
Seth
13 In a bind?
15 Prison break?
16 Common closer
17 “Yea, verily”
18 Rash
19 Calms
20 Nuttiness
23 Folkie DiFranco
24 Training gear?
26 Art able to
28 Troopers’ gps.
31 Goalpost
component
34 Its state ﬁsh is the
chinook salmon
36 Superﬁcial,
uncaring effort
38 City known for
wool
39 “Go ahead”
40 Tiny part of a
hard drive
41 Pulitzer-winning
poet Conrad __
43 Aged
44 Wee hrs.
46 Name meaning
“gift of Isis”
49 Verdict readers
52 Brewery
equipment
55 Give holy orders
to
56 Carnival game in
which a suit is
worn
59 Tease
60 Informal essay
61 Gifted one?
62 Spot checker?
63 Forming strands
DOWN
1 Spiel, e.g.
2 Helps to waterski
3 “See you next
fall!” elicitor
4 WWII
battlecruiser in
the Paciﬁc
5 Where unison
countdowns
usually begin
6 Agnus __
7 Lofty lines
8 With “The,”
1960s series set
in the North
African desert

during WWII
9 Hunter killed by
Artemis, in some
accounts
10 TV drama
narrated by a
teen blogger
11 If not
12 Revivalists
14 Words indicating
betrayal
15 Trivial Pursuit
symbol
19 Rembrandt van
__
21 Phillips, e.g.:
Abbr.
22 Wine orders
24 Tuna preserver
25 Common Zen
temple feature
27 Nursing a grudge
29 Gave two tablets
to, say
30 “The Mikado”
weapon, brieﬂy
31 Smackeroo
32 Hall & Oates’s
ﬁrst Top 10 hit
33 __ B’rith
35 “Howards End”
author
37 Transportation
secretary under
Clinton
42 Cousin, for one

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

45 Gettysburg
general
47 Sweet ring
48 Cork sources
49 Attracted to, with
“of”
50 Food associated
with the starts of
16-, 36- and 56Across
51 Hydrocarbon
sufﬁx
53 South Seas
staple
54 Tonsorial sound
56 V x XI x XI

57 Country that incl.
Sharjah
58 Map feature
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Gamecocks beat SMU, remain undefeated
Daniel, Griffin score in 2-0
victory over Mustangs Sunday
Tanner Abel

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina’s women’s soccer was
back in action Sunday, defeating SMU
2-0 to remain undefeated.
The Gamecock victory dropped
SMU to .500, with three wins and as
many losses.
Sout h Carolina was in cont rol
offensively throughout the first half,
outshooting the Mustangs 10-4, but the
period came and went without a goal.
Sophomore midfielder Bay Daniel
had a chance in the second minute on a
diving header but did not convert.
In the 51st minute, however, Daniel
recorded her first career goal to give
the Gamecocks a 1-0 lead. In the set
up, senior midfielder Elizabeth Sinclair
played a long ball down the left side to
sophomore left back Caroline Gray.
Gray quickly hit a cross to Daniel who
was at the far post to tap the ball in for
the score.
“It was pretty crucial,” Daniel said.
“It was my first goal of the season, so it
felt pretty good to get one in and know
that it’s possible. ... It’s a lot harder to
score in the college game.”
Senior forward Danielle Au almost
added to her impressive goal scoring
campaign in the 64th minute. A slow
pass to SMU’s goalkeeper, Shannon
Moroney, put her in a tough position.
Moroney did not come out to get the
ball, and Au sprinted after it, getting
a touch on it before an SMU defender
hustled back to knock the ball out of
play.
Less than two minutes later, the
game got tense for South Carolina.
SMU junior midfielder Rikki Clarke
was taken down in the penalty box
while trying to get near the end line.
Clarke stepped up to take the penalty,
but junior keeper Sabrina D’Angelo
made a diving save to knock the ball
away. Junior forward Shelby Redman

Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sophomore midfielder Bay Daniel (27) found the net for the first time in her career with her 51st-minute goal against the Mustangs.
had a chance at the rebound, but
D’Angelo pushed away the shot again
to keep her shutout alive.
Several minutes later, a one-touch
play from South Carolina freshman
Sophie Groff to fellow freshman Daija
Griffin almost resulted in another
goal for the Gamecocks, but SMU’s
Moroney corralled Griffin’s closerange shot.
South Carolina got an insurance goal
in the 80th minute. Freshman forward
Vanessa Kovar had the ball at the top
of the box and struck a through ball to
the right side of the goal to Daniel, who
passed to sophomore midfielder Raina
Johnson on the far post.
Johnson put the ball away for the
score, marking her third goal in as
many games and tying her with Au for
the team lead.

D’Angelo, who was named AgSouth
Athlete of the Week, finished the game
with her fifth shutout of the year and
the 12th of her career. She recorded
four saves, highlighted by her stop on
the penalty kick.
A ssoc iate head coach Ja m ie
Smith said he was pleased with the
defensive performance but thought the
Gamecock attack could have cashed in
on more of its opportunities.
“I thought we did well to keep the
ball, and I thought we turned them
over well,” he said. “I think we should
have scored more goals. I know that’s
a greedy thing to say, but at the same
time, we have to do better at taking
advantage of our chances. We had a
couple of really strong chances that
we didn’t put away, and sometimes you
don’t get those extra chances in games.”

Smith was also impressed by Daniel’s
goal and said the sophomore had been
playing well.
Smith said he is not as concerned
about the defensive front as he is about
the offense finishing its chances. The
team’s focus in practice before they
play South Florida Thursday is to make
good decisions in the attacking third
and to keep improving on maintaining
possession.
“We have to continue to keep the
ball better,” Smith said. “In every game
we’ve played, we’ve given some easy
ones away that led to chances for the
other team. We can’t let that happen.
As you get into SEC play especially,
these teams can hurt you if you do
that.”
DG

Men’s golf begins
Ward to simplify defensive scheme season over weekend
WHAT THE HECK?

Starke turns in low score at
Carpet Capital Collegiate

Assistant coaches
brawl on sideline
Kyle Heck

Salvatore Costa

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The South Carolina defense was
exposed like it hasn’t been in quite
some time on Saturday against
the Bulldogs.
During the past four or five years,
the Gamecocks were developing
a defense that was comparable to
those of other top Southeastern
Conference teams, like Alabama
and LSU.
Last season, South Carolina’s
defense was a top-15 unit, and at
the start of this season, it appeared
that the Gamecocks would be
OK, despite losing most of their
firepower from last year.
Against the Tar Heels, South
Carolina allowed only 293 yards
on 79 plays, which averages out to
3.7 yards a play. Everyone knew
that UNC would be a challenge
for the Gamecock defense because
of the way they played, but South
Carolina weathered the storm.
They did nothing of that nature
against Georgia, and it raised
some big question marks. A ny
time you surrender 536 yards ,
t here is leg it imate cause for
concern.
Yes, it’s only two games into the
season, but coach Steve Spurrier
a nd defensive coord i nator
Lorenzo Ward sou nded ver y
concerned following Saturday’s
game.
The t ussle bet ween defensive
l i ne coach Deke Ada m s a nd
linebackers coach Kirk Botkin
didn’t help matters either. And
while we’re on that point, you
wouldn’t have caught me getting
in front of Botkin mid-scream, so
kudos to you, Lorenzo.
Spurrier and Ward said t hey
weren’t too concerned with the
argument, however, and I don’t
t h i n k t here is much beh i nd
it either. But it does show how
frustrated the coaching staff was
during Saturday’s game.
I liked what Spurrier had to say
afterward about simplifying the

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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Coach Steve Spurrier is concerned with his defense after just two games.
defensive coverage and getting
back to f u nda ment a ls. T h is
strateg y was highly successful
when t he G a mecock s were
struggling a bit on pass defense
during the 2010 season. That
year, South Carolina’s opponents
averaged 241 passing yards a
game.
Toward t he end of 2010 a nd
throughout 2011, the coaching
staff simplified the defense.
The result? The Gamecocks gave
up only 132 passing yards per
game in 2011, nearly 110 yards less
than the season before. The 2011
pass defense was the second-best
in the country.
Because of this, South Carolina
fans should be optimistic about
the future and what Spurrier had
to say. In addition, Spurrier and
Ward are too good of coaches to
give up more than 500 yards each
week.
Howe ver, wh i le f a n s shou ld
be opt imist ic, t hey shouldn’t
be naive. The defense will go
experience growing pains this
year, particularly the linebacker/
s p u r c or e . W it h t h r e e ne w
starters, they still have to get used
to SEC football.
In addition, the 2011 pass defense
had Stephon Gilmore , a future
first-round NFL draft pick , to
lean on. Sure, this year’s team has
Jadeveon Clowney, but he needs

more help around him.
W it h t hat bei ng sa id, Sout h
Carol i na has t he abil it y a nd
talent to recover from Georgia. I
expect a much-improved showing
against Vanderbilt this week and
throughout the season. But it will
probably be a year — or two at the
most — before the Gamecocks
are once again a top-15 defense.
Not there yet, ACC
There have been mu r mu rs
around the country from certain
coaches that the Atlantic Coast
Conference is on the rise and
getting on the level of the SEC.
I say not so fast. Just because
Clemson and Miami beat t wo
top-15 teams at home this season
does not wipe away the past.
The ACC is 3-13 all-time in BCS
games , with their most recent
win coming in last year’s Orange
Bowl, when Florida State defeated
Northern Illinois, a real national
powerhouse.
A nd we can’t forget the 70-33
thumping that West Virginia
delivered to Clemson in the 2011
Orange Bowl.
When the ACC can consistently
w in BCS games and start
defeating top-15 SEC teams on
the road, they can say they are
moving on up. But let’s not get
ahead of ourselves.
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The South Carolina men’s golf team finished
in 10th place at the Carpet Capital Collegiate
tournament Sunday at The Farm Golf Club in
Rocky Face, Ga.
The Gamecocks ended play Sunday with a
three-round score of 888 (+24). Will Starke, a
sophomore from Chapin, was the low scorer for
the Gamecocks, finishing two under par for three
rounds. Starke recorded his second career top-five
finish and carded a team best seven birdies in
round three.
“He hit some good golf shots,” assistant coach
Alex Hamilton said. “He played really solid.
That’s how you play when you have a good
tournament: You hit some good shots and some
bad shots, but at the end of the day, you just keep
fighting and make some putts.”
Junior Caleb Sturgeon , a native of Laurens,
finished tied for 41st, with a total score of 224
(+8). Sturgeon’s coach said he struck the ball
well, scoring a pair of birdies Sunday, but his
round took a turn for the worse when the junior
recorded three bogies and a triple bogey to end
his play.
Despite Sturgeon’s disappointing late-hole play,
Hamilton was quick jump to the support of the
team veteran.
“Caleb is one of our leaders,” Hamilton said.
“Caleb is the captain of our team and someone
who we rely on week in, week out. It was just
a combination of some bad breaks here and
there and not having his best game, but Caleb is
definitely someone we trust and rely on.”
The star of the South Carolina squad, sophomore
Matt NeSmith , had a somewhat discouraging
tournament, finishing in a tie for 45th with a score
of 225 (+9). The North Augusta native scored a 71
(-1) Saturday following his opening round score
of 76 (+4). He had his worst day in round three,
ending the tournament with a 78 (+6).
The weekend in Georgia was the fi rst of three
tournaments the Gamecocks will play in this
month. South Carolina returns to play Sept. 22-24
in the Rees Jones Invitational at Haig Point Golf
Club on Daufuskie Island.
Hamilton said he does not feel that his team has
any reason to panic looking ahead the rest of the
season.
“This team does not have a problem working
hard,” Hamilton said. “Sometimes in sports, it just
doesn’t go your way, and it just happened to be a
tournament where it didn’t go our way.”
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